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The Fabric Requirements and Written Instructions for Melanie’s Quilting Series

Here is the list of Amy Butler’s Fabric that I am using and the yardage amounts.

4 yards VOVS017 - Voile backing 
3/4 yard CSFSESSPOMEG - purple cotton solid 
3/4 yard CSFSESSBOTAN - turquoise cotton solid 
3/4 yard PWAB149.NAVYX Stitchy dots in Navy for binding 
3/4 yard PWAB145.BISQU Coco Bloom in Bisque 
3/4 yard PWAB150.CORAL Oh Deer in Coral 
3/4 yard PWAB153.TEALX Feather Fans in Teal 
1/2 yard PWAB145.MIDNI Coco Bloom in Midnight 
1/2 yard PWAB151.DUSKX Rhythm Stripe in Dusk 
1/2 yard PWAB153.CHERR Feather Fans in Cherry 
1/2 yard PWAB146.NATUR Folk Bloom in Natural 
1/2 yard PWAB149.PORTX Stitchy dots in Port 
1/2 yard PWAB148.CARME Natural Beauty in Carmel 
1/2 yard PWAB152.PAPAY Cosmo Weave in Papaya 
1/2 yard PWAB151.CARME Rhythm Stripe in Carmel 
1/2 yard PWAB150.NAVYX Oh Deer in Navy 

If you want your backing to be quilting cotton, you need 5 1/4 yards. 

*Please note, I padded the fabric requirements to allow for mistakes, pre-
washing, cuts that are a little short etc.  If you are experienced, I have all of the 
squares you need so you can do your own math, or you can eliminate 1-2 prints 
or the equivalent in yardage. 

This twin size Quilt Measures 59x84 (quilt shrinks down a bit after quilting and 
washing) 

You need a total of 352 squares (solid and hsts) 

12 solid 4.5 inch squares (6 of each color) for flying geese roundabout. 
20 solid 4.5 inch squares (10 of each color) for sprinkling throughout the quilt 
280 4.5 inch squares in various prints  

12 solid 5 inch squares (6 of each color) for flying geese roundabout 
12 prints 5 inch squares (high contrast to solid colors) for flying geese 
roundabout 

8 solid 5 inch squares (4 of each color) for hsts to be sprinkled through quilt 
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8 prints 5 inch squares (high contrast to solid colors) to be sprinkled throughout 
the quilt. 

Grand Totals 
280 4.5 inch prints 
16 4.5 inch prints solid color A 
16 4.5 inch prints solid color B 

20 5 inch prints 
10 5 inch prints color A 
10 5 inch prints color B 

*Please note, don’t be afraid to have extras.  Video 2 when we do the piecing will 
explain more, but we want to have lots of options with the layout, so the more we 
have to play around the better. 

More numbers... 

After cutting your 12 prints measuring 1/2 yard you will have  
-360 4.5 inch squares 
-36 5 inch squares 

*Like I said in the video, if you made a mistake and don’t have this many - you 
will be fine! 

If you want to use a Fat Quarter Bundle 

You will get 16, 4.5 inch squares from 1 fat quarter. 
You will need 18 fat quarters to have enough prints for the 4.5 inch squares 

If you would like the cutting diagrams.... Click Here! 
http://madmimi.com/signups/154321/join 

DISCLAIMER 
*I have done my best with these numbers and instructions.  It is always best to 
double check me ;).  If you find any mistakes or errors please let me know so that 
I can make it right immediately.  Thank You!  Also if you go into a local quilt shop, 
be sure to ask the people who work there - they can help you if you are 
confused! 


